A CONCISE GUIDE TO…

EVERYTHING YOU EVER WANTED
TO KNOW ABOUT ESPORTS TV
BUT WERE AFRAID TO ASK!

T

he COVID-19 pandemic has relegated live
sports from the top of the podium as the most watched
and lucrative part of TV schedules. At the same time,
the enforced social distancing, school closures and
home working has prompted audiences across all age
groups to spend more time on video on demand, social
media and, in a big way, gaming. As a result, new types of
competitive electronic sports are gaining participants
and, more importantly for TV, viewership. From drone
racing to battle robots, the rise of alternative sports is
blossoming. By far the most popular is video gaming
esports, with 450+ million viewers globally – and figures
show its following growing rapidly as it has emerged as
the main live alternative to physical sports during the
coronavirus crisis.
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Figures from the Streamlabs & Stream Hatchet
Q1 2020 Live Streaming Industry Report1 show
viewing numbers for esports soaring in the
last few months due to the pandemic. Total
hours watched on the world’s leading gaming
platform, Twitch, which currently accounts for
nearly two-thirds of esports viewing, is at an alltime high – topping 3 billion in Q1, a 17 percent
increase on the previous quarter. Facebook
Gaming also experienced a massive boost, with
hours watched tripling in Q1 over Q4, while
YouTube Gaming Live saw a 13 percent jump in
hours watched compared to last quarter. From
February to March alone, the report showed
hours watched on Twitch rose by 23 percent,
while YouTube Gaming Live increased by 10.7
percent, Facebook Gaming by 3.8 percent, and
Microsoft’s Mixer by 14.9 percent.
Prior to the recent surge, the rise of esports
had already been well documented within
the media – but what will its growth mean for
the TV industry as it becomes a commercially

viable opportunity? And, as the COVID-19
epidemic recedes, what can broadcasters do to
transition esports TV into a mainstream strand
of programming?
This
guide
provides
a
fundamental
backgrounder on esports, past, present and
future, providing insights for both traditional
broadcasters and over-the-top (OTT) service
providers. Drawing on The Switch’s real-world
experiences delivering some of the world’s
largest esports events for global audiences,
it examines the production challenges and
solutions. It also delves into the next generation
of technologies that are starting to offer
esports audiences the ‘lean-back’ experience
enjoyed by fans of traditional ball and bat
sports. With a mix of technical and industry
knowledge, the guide aims to offer strategic
insights into how to unlock the potential of this
burgeoning, yet still largely untapped, market.

1 https://blog.streamlabs.com/streamlabs-stream-hatchet-q1-2020-live-streaming-industry-report-9630bc3e0e1e
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WHAT IS ESPORTS TV AND WHY SHOULD
YOU CARE?
The Collins English Dictionary defines an
esport as “a video game played competitively
in front of spectators”. This simple definition
belies a phenomenon that may, one day,
become the biggest sport on the planet – and
potentially a new leading stream of television
entertainment.
The participatory nature of video gaming is the
driving factor in the rise of esports. The world’s
most popular physical sport is soccer (football
to fans outside North America). A study by
market research firm Nielsen found that
across 18 markets, 43 percent of respondents
were either “interested” or “very interested”
in soccer. Globally, this could equate to 3.2
billion fans. This tallies with the 3.5 billion
people that FIFA claim watched at least one
game of the 2018 World Cup. However, FIFA’s
own study from 2006 found that only 250
million people worldwide actually play football
on a regular basis.
Video gaming, unlike physical sports, has a low
barrier to entry and offers the convenience
for casual participation for disparate groups
across a wide demographic. According to
data gathered by LeagueOfBetting.com, the
number of online gamers is expected to reach
877.3 million this year. The rising trend is set to
continue, with the number of players jumping
to one billion by 2024.
The Online Games segment refers to
multiplayer internet gaming, and social gaming
played directly in a browser or through installed
apps. It includes both free-to-play games with
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in-game additional premium content buys,
such as Fortnite, and subscription-based games
such as World of Warcraft. The revenue of the
global online games industry is expected to
reach $17.1 billion this year and continue rising
to $17.8 billion by 2024.
The recent years have witnessed a huge
growing trend in the number of online
gamers across the globe. In 2017, there were
731.2 million active users in the online games
segment according to Statista’s online games
survey. In the last three years, the number of
online gamers has been increasing by nearly
50 million per year. The statistics indicate
that 37 percent of all online gamers are
millennials, aged between 24 and 35 years
old, with 60 percent being males with medium
to high income. However, the enforced stayat-home measures and lack of alternative
sports are likely to bring in a new cohort of
esports newcomers. Although it is too early
to predict absolute numbers, it is likely that
a significant portion may well retain interest
even as things return to “normal”.

WHO IS WATCHING IT? AND HOW?
Although video gaming has massive levels of participation, unlike physical sports the number of
viewers is still significantly smaller. Market intelligence firm, Newzoo runs the largest survey of the
esports community and found that in 2019, the total esports audience was projected to grow to
453.8 million viewers by the end of the year − a year-on-year rise of 15 percent. Esports enthusiasts,
or people that watch esports more than once a month will make up 201.2 million of this number,
up 16.3 percent year on year, while occasional viewers will account for 252.6 million, a 14 percent
year-on-year increase. However, these numbers were recorded during 2019, prior to the recent
pandemic triggering surges in viewership across Twitch, Facebook Gaming, YouTube Gaming and
Mixer – with some league channels seeing massive growth, such as ESL CSGO, whose viewership
leapt by 354% in March alone.
Before this viewing upswell, the “enthusiast” viewer figure was still less than 10 percent of the
number for physical sports on TV such as soccer and cricket – but that may be poised to change as
more people are exposed to esports in the current live spectator events climate. Even before the
recent boost in esports viewing, this growing viewership led to global revenues of $897.2 million in
2019, with 82 percent of the total market revenues coming from brand investments, including media
rights, advertising, and sponsorship. The Newzoo report suggests this figure will increase to $1.5
billion by 2022, making up 87 percent of total esports revenues. In comparison, the global sports
market (excluding esports) including media rights, merchandising, tickets sales and sponsorship is
predicted to reach $614.1 billion by 2022.
Even within the pre-coronavirus Newzoo data, there are a couple of interesting points. The first is
growth, with the number of esports enthusiasts previously growing at a 16.3 percent year on year
rate – or roughly three times faster than the physical sports market. The current situation may well
accelerate that growth. Plus, revenue is growing at 8.9 percent, also just over twice as fast as physical
sports – again a growth rate that may well quicken. But perhaps the most interesting statistic is
that 80 percent of the audience for esports are between 18-34. This is the same demographic
that industry watchers, such as Nielsen, suggest are increasingly watching less TV. In percentage
terms, the amount of time 18-34-year-olds as a whole spent watching
traditional TV (live and time-shifted) in Q3 2018 dropped by about 17.2
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WHAT IS THE AUDIENCE?
Measuring exact viewing figures for esports is
a much more challenging task as most esports
content is watched through non-traditional
devices, such as apps for PCs, smart TVs and
tablets. The number of esports TV services
has also grown with the leader, Twitch, an
Amazon company, with around 73 percent
of all streaming hours watched, followed
by rivals Microsoft, YouTube and Facebook
sharing the remaining market share. In 2019,
Twitch broadcast 660 billion minutes of
esports related content ranging from matches
to esports celebrity-led channels, from major
stars such as Tfue, Shroud and formerly Ninja,
who left Twitch last year for rival Microsoft’s
Mixer service.

Again, comparison is important. The 660
billion minutes of esports content watched
on Twitch may look impressive but compare
that to the UEFA Champions League’s 15
match days of the finals, where each game is
watched by a global audience of between 112
to 200 million viewers, and it’s a different
picture. If all games run to 90 minutes, with
no extra time, and taking a mean average of
viewers, the number of minutes from this one
championship equates to around 200 billion
minutes. The FIFA World Cup or Olympics
equate to several trillion minutes watched.

WHO ARE THE ESPORTS TV INDUSTRY PLAYERS?
In terms of traditional “TV” broadcasters, the
rights to headline esports events are being
acquired by traditional media companies. Big
franchises such as the Overwatch League –
whose rights were acquired in 2018 by Disney
to be aired on ABC, ESPN, Disney XD and its
streaming services – have become targets.
Other heavy hitters include Turner, which has
snapped up the television rights to the popular
E-League and has deals with EA Sports, owners
of the FIFA and Madden franchises, to televise
its events.
In Europe, MTG of Sweden has invested
heavily in esports including partnerships with
ESL, brands such as Dreamhack and popular
gaming tournaments such as Counter-Strike:
Global Offensive (CS:GO) and Dota 2, all
televised across its Viasat platforms in the
Nordic and Baltic countries. Vivendi, another
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major European broadcaster with brands
including Canal+ has devoted some airtime
to esports related tournaments and content
including documentaries and round-up type
shows largely in partnership with ESL. In
Asia, China’s Alibaba Sports Group and Astro
Malaysia Holdings have both independently
launched online and syndicated TV content,
sponsored tournaments and quietly grown
followers for local and international events.
This is not a complete list, and the pandemic
has triggered a new round of interest in
esports broadcast rights as operators rush to
fill schedules. ESL, for example, has signed four
new international rights deals in March 2020
alone. However, trying to piece together how
many people watch esports via traditional
broadcast TV is difficult and, in many ways, fails
to capture the interactive spirit of an audience
that is viewing the sport in a different way than
a typical ad-heavy, three-hour-long American
football game.

WHERE IS THE FINANCIAL OPPORTUNITY?
For broadcasters, the key criteria are often
around financial justifications. And the analysis
of the current situation is akin to a landgrab.
Traditional broadcasters are observing the
changing TV business model with year-long
CAB/SAT linear TV contacts waning in the
face of rising SVOD subscriptions from the
likes of Netflix, Hulu and Amazon Prime Video.
With younger audiences gravitating towards
other social pastimes, such as gaming, esports
offers a toehold into this notoriously difficult
to reach Generation Z demographic for
relatively little outlay. Considering the $4.5
billion a year deal the NFL signed with CBS, Fox,
NBC and ESPN is still 100 times larger than
the largest esports rights deal – $42.8 million
between Riot Games and Disney-owned tech
company BAMTech back in 2016 – the outlay
for media giants such as Disney, Turner and
Sony Entertainment is a minor line item in a
P&L that could potentially pay off big when
considered against longer-term viewing habits.
Consider
research
by
Brian
Goff,
Distinguished University Professor of
Economics at Gordon Ford College of
Business at WKU, that looked at the
major sports TV viewership over a 25 year
long period. His data suggests that sport
viewership, as gauged by this composite
index, has not massively declined but has
plateaued and dipped a bit for the past ten

years – when compared against the steady
growth of the population.
Although the annual esports revenue –
projected by Newzoo to hit $1.5 billion by 2022
and to even reach twice that ($3 billion) by
Goldman Sachs – it is still small in comparison
to other TV segments. Nonetheless, the
audience demographic is potentially much
more valuable as it skews towards the 18 to
34-year-olds that have been a difficult to reach
audience for advertisers.
Looking at the flagship brands that have
invested in esports, including Intel, Renault,
Audi, Coca-Cola, PepsiCo, Gillette and Bud
Light, and the interest of the TV industry
should be peaked. When asking the question
‘Is anybody making significant money?’ a look
at Twitch’s business model is illuminating.
Although the services are largely free, every
minute of the day the service has around 1.2
million concurrent viewers and around 15
million daily active users who watch video
streaming each day. The service delivers
advertising on the live-stream channels of its
top 27,000 “video content creators”. However,
since the service was acquired by Amazon in
2014, its own P&L has not been broken out.
The last estimate of its revenue from 2014 by
SuperData research, part of Neilson, suggested
that revenue was pegged at $1.6 billion –
although profit was not estimated.
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HOW IS ESPORTS TV PRODUCED?
As esports has grown, the video content
has also matured as production values have
been enhanced to meet the expectations of
the fanbase. Although most Twitch streams
are still direct gaming footage with limited
voiceover, the major tournaments have
elevated towards a more traditional sports
look and feel that emulates physical sports
TV experiences. At the forefront of this trend
have been innovators such as Electronic
Sports League (ESL), which was launched by a
handful of fans in 2000, and is now delivering
over 109,000 events by the end of 2019 with
over 242 million unique viewers watching the
1,500 hours of content it puts out across its
various online and TV network agreements
each year.
ESL has made a name for itself operating high
profile, branded international leagues and
tournaments such as ESL One, Intel® Extreme
Masters, ESL Pro League and other top tier
stadium-size events, as well as ESL National
Championships, grassroots amateur cups and
matchmaking systems. Owned by Modern
Times Group MTG AB (MTG), a Sweden-based
entertainment company, ESL recently signed a
deal with Facebook Gaming to bring coverage
of all global ESL esports competitions nonexclusively to the Facebook platform.
Behind the scenes, delivering “TV quality”
esports programming has a different set of
rules than the traditional stadium-centric
sports production. For instance, The Switch
supported two of the biggest events in the
esports calendar in 2019, ESL One at the
Barclays Centre in Brooklyn and Blizzard
Entertainment’s Overwatch League Grand
Finals, providing broadcast-level redundancy
and workflow to ensure no interruptions or
issues with the feeds from the events.
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WHERE IS ESPORTS TV HEADING?
The popularity of esports games stalwarts
such as DOTA, League of Legends
and Counter-Strike: Global Offensive
are now starting to give way to a new
generation of games that are visually
much more cinematic, such as Overwatch
– a team-based combat game – or easier
to comprehend games for esports
newcomers, such as Rocket League (a
type of soccer with rocket equipped cars
for the uninitiated).
Another subtle change are game engines
such as Unreal Engine, which have
esports friendly video output capabilities
that allow virtual cameras to be placed
inside the esports game areas that can
broadcast clean video into a production
workflow. This concept is like that of
different camera positions, such as goal,
overhead wire-cam, halfway line and
others, found in traditional sports but with
innovative additions. For example, a view
directly from the players 3D perspective
or views that remove or ghost obstacles
to gain a better tactical perspective for
the viewer. Just as with camera feeds at a
physical sports event, these video feeds
can go through all the additional post
effects such as slow-mo, action replay
and generated effects such as 360-degree
swivel or overlays.
The aim is to create cinematic experiences
analogous to high-end animation – and
as the next generation of consoles and
PC game engines head to 4K and start to
dabble with virtual reality, the potential to
create esports experiences that are truly
jaw dropping is not too far on the horizon.
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WHAT CAN ESPORTS AND TRADITIONAL
SPORTS TEACH ONE ANOTHER?
Esports is, without a doubt, the fastest growing
entertainment niche the media industry has
ever seen. The gaming audience is quickly
growing beyond specialist online platforms and
into the mainstream broadcast space. Added to
this, all the signs point to esports evolving to sit
on a par with F1 and PGA Golf in terms of their
status as broadcast TV mainstays.
This highly dynamic ‘sports’ entertainment
segment provides traditional broadcasters
with hugely valuable insight into what the next
generation of fans want from the live sports
experience. We’re already seeing technological
innovation from esports trickle into the
physical sports broadcast world and we’re only
scratching the surface. Esports is lightyears
ahead in terms of audience engagement and
direct fan interaction, providing a great example
of future possibilities for traditional sports
producers. As a result, expect to see advances
like player cams that put the viewer right in the
game and pioneering use of AR/VR make their
way into mainstream sports broadcasts.
Although initially regarded as the poor relation
of high-end, traditional sports production,
esports event organizers and production
companies
have
received
significant
recognition, winning Emmy Awards for live CGI
production and collaborating with big brands
such as Louis Vuitton.
Esports has the potential to become a mainstay
of the traditional TV and streaming content
landscape and many feel that, as it fills the
vacuum left by postponend and cancelled sports
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league games and other live sporting events, its
moment may be arriving sooner than expected.
Importantly, it is reaching this growth position
as a generation of gamers become parents and
share their passion with their offspring. As the
swell rises, more money will flow into esports,
which will prompt an increase in the production
professionalism and output quality necessary
to meet viewer expectations.
The final takeaway is that, even with the
COVID-19 crisis pushing esports into the
limelight, its leagues, traditional broadcasters
and streamers must up their game. Esports
production will increasingly reflect the
approach and reliability of big-time live sports
broadcasting – from high-end production
values and consistent standards across
different events to true global reach, expertise
in delivering seamless feeds and redundancy
that ensures events don’t suddenly go dark.
Innovators within the broadcast industry with
an all-digital, IP-driven workflow are perfectly
placed to deliver on this vision.
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